Introduction: This study examined whether World Trade Center (WTC)-related exposures and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) were associated with cognitive function and whether WTC responders' cognition differed from normative data. Methods: A computer-assisted neuropsychological battery was administered to a prospective cohort study of 1193 WTC responders with no history of stroke or WTC-related head injuries. Data were linked to information collected prospectively since 2002. Sample averages were compared to published norms.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that affects as many as 40% of the US population [1, 2] . It is the fifth largest cause of death [3] , and the only cause of death in the top 10 for which neither a prevention nor a cure is currently available. AD is a costly disease, with current estimates suggesting that health care, treatment, and long-term care associated with the disease cost approximately $236 billion annually [4] . It is increasingly clear that AD is preceded by long declines in cognitive functioning that occur for at least a decade before diagnosis, which broadly affect a range of cognitive domains [5] [6] [7] and also cause changes in other domains of functioning [8, 9] . Noting that these broad declines in functioning may result in interpretation and in reliably identifying risk factors for disease, a number of researchers have sought to identify risk factors for milder forms of cognitive dysfunction. These milder forms of cognitive dysfunction, sometimes characterized as preclinical dementia or mild cognitive impairment, can be meaningful and problematic for some patients and are the primary risk factor for incident AD.
Recent work has documented a potentially large burden of cognitive impairment among the men and women who participated in rescue and recovery work at the World Trade Center (WTC) attacks of 9/11/2001 [10] . To date, little is known about the reasons for cognitive dysfunction in this population, but contemporary theories suggest that exposure to dust received on-site and severe and chronic posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) likely play a role. During operations, responders who helped in rescue and recovery efforts were exposed to traumatic events and also inhaled and dug through the dust and debris from the collapsed buildings [11] . A number of other studies have found that PTSD is associated with reduced memory and slower processing speed [12] , as well as with increased risk of cognitive impairment and dementia [10, [13] [14] [15] . At the same time, long-term exposure to air pollutants has been linked with increased risk of cognitive impairment [16, 17] and, increasingly, with indicators of neurodegenerative disease including decreased brain volume, increased b-amyloid, and white matter hyperintensities [18] [19] [20] . Since then, responders have shown elevated rates of chronic PTSD, asthma and other pulmonary disorders, and gastroesophageal reflux disease that may have implications for cognitive functioning [21] .
Prior analyses of cognitive impairment in WTC responders were limited in using (1) screening tests that may be biased by problems with attention that are common among individuals with PTSD and (2) tests that are scored by individuals who may themselves be biased observers of patient personality or behaviors associated with PTSD. Finally, prior work on WTC responders has been unable to compare existing data with data from normative controls, thereby limiting our ability to understand the potential for any exposure, common across most WTC responders, to affect cognitive functioning. This study fills these gaps by fielding a computerized battery that measures six domains of cognition, including attention, to test two hypotheses in a sample of responders who were monitored for WTCrelated conditions in 2015. We hypothesized that WTC responders would have worse cognitive performance when compared to age-matched cognitively healthy adults. Furthermore, we hypothesized that WTC exposures and PTSD would be associated with deficits in overall cognitive dysfunction and in a number of cognitive domains implicated in neurodegenerative diseases.
Methods

Overview of WTC responder monitoring study
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention created a monitoring and treatment program for WTC responders with centers in areas where responders reside. More than 33,000 responders have enrolled in the WTC Health Program, forming what is known as the general responder's cohort (GRC) [11] . Stony Brook University (SBU) operates the second largest program and regularly monitors .8000 WTC responders residing on Long Island, NY. Monitoring appointments occur regularly every 12-18 months; a team of outreach and retention specialists is constantly engaged in ensuring that care is available and routine for all members of the cohort. Compared to the GRC, SBU responders had similar exposures and were similar in age on 9/11/2001 (GRC 5 38.7, SBU 5 38.4) [11] , but the SBU population includes more law enforcement personnel, more men, and fewer responders without a high school degree.
For the present study, a prospective cohort of WTC responders completed a computer-assisted neuropsychological battery starting November 2015-June 2016. Trained research staff administered the cognitive tasks in a standard way in a quiet examination room at the clinic after monitoring visits were completed. Reasons for study refusal were recorded for all eligible responders. Responders who assented to the study were asked to first complete a short training in each task.
Ethics
The SBU Institutional Review Board approved this study; responders provided informed written consent.
Measures
Cognitive functioning
Cognition was measured using a computer-administered neuropsychological battery (www.cogstate.com). Cogstate was developed to precisely detect small changes in cognitive functioning across multiple assessments [22] [23] [24] and has been shown to be sensitive to dementia [25] . Using computer administration [26] , it measures cognitive functioning using three game-like tasks that involve repeated trials using a virtual deck of playing cards displayed on a green background. Participants first received instructions and then interacted with the games using two keys on a keyboard (marked "Y" for yes and "N" for no).
Each task includes 30-88 independent trials, with overall measures being averaged across all trials within each task. The first task ("detection": a simple reaction-time task) virtually flips over one card at a time and asks individuals to answer as quickly as possible "yes" when the card (always a Black Joker) is flipped over. The second task ("identification": a choice reaction-time task) flips over either a Black or Red Joker card and then asks that individuals respond "yes" if the card is Red and "no" if it is Black. Finally, the third task ("one-card learning": an n-back task) begins by sequentially flipping over a card that randomly displays one of the 52 cards found in a common deck of playing cards, and responders were then asked to answer whether they had seen that card before.
From those three tasks, Cogstate recommends utilizing three specific measures to identify cognitive dysfunction. Reaction speed measures the average speed (answers/second) with which the detection tasks are completed. Processing speed (answers/second) measures the average number of correct answers during the identification task. Memory estimates the average arcsine probability of correct responses during the one-card learning task. However, we also derived the following cognitive measures from these tasks. First, because attention may be an indicator of PTSD and a mechanism linking PTSD to lower cognitive scores without cognitive dysfunction [27] , attention was measured as the number of times that the respondent correctly identified the color of the card in the identification task. Response variability, a measure theorized to indicate the risk of a compromise in the central nervous system [28, 29] , was measured using the within-person variability in processing speed required during the identification task. Cognitive efficiency was calculated by dividing accuracy on the one-card learning task by average time required to complete the one-card learning tasks.
The previously mentioned measures were used to indicate cognitive subdomains. To create an overall index of cognitive function, the measures were standardized [wN (0,1)] and the average across measures was used. Response variability scores were reverse coded in the cognitive index. At the task level (Table S1 ), cognitive domains were relatively strongly interassociated with the exception of attention, which was weakly correlated with other domains of cognition used in these analyses and was therefore excluded from the overall index (Cronbach's a 5 0.70). The index of overall cognitive functioning was excellent (area under the receiver operating curve 5 0.94; Table S2 ) at identifying severe cognitive impairment in a subsample (n 5 659) who were concurrently screened using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment [30] and was independently associated (r 5 0.73) with the ratio of hippocampal volume to intracranial volume in a pilot imaging study of these responders (n 5 7). For descriptive purposes, a cutoff of 1 standard deviation (SD) below the mean indicates cognitive dysfunction [26] .
Two individuals consented to, but did not complete, cognitive testing. In both cases, completed test scores suggested that they had substantially worse performance compared with those who completed tasks. To limit exclusion bias, these data were used for both normative comparisons, and when creating an overall cognitive index, these scores were included.
Covariates
More than 98% of responders reported being severely exposed to WTC dust, and WTC exposures tended to be overlapping and were chronic for many who were working on-site full time for months. Chronic exposure therefore indicated responders who had spent more than 5 weeks (the median amount of time) working at the WTC.
Researchers have noted that head trauma, commonly received during many experiences that cause PTSD, may play a role in causing similar declines [31, 32] . We used clinical data to identify WTC-related head injuries and further used semi-structured head injury histories to identify WTC-related head injuries or head injuries received while in military service. Owing to small numbers, responders with WTC-related head injuries or head injuries due to military service were excluded from analyses.
PTSD symptoms (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition [DSM-IV]) were assessed at each monitoring visit using the PTSD Checklist (PCL), tailored to the WTC disaster (PCL-S) [33] . Items were summed in a standard way; scores ranged from 17 to 85. Since prior work has identified increases in PTSD symptoms over time among those who are experiencing cognitive impairment, we relied on PTSD at enrollment. For descriptive purposes, probable PTSD was defined using a common cutoff (44) [34, 35] . In multivariable analyses, utilization of such cutoffs to determine disease burden results in substantial loss of information [36] ; to maintain power in multivariable analyses but to facilitate comparison of effect sizes with commonly accepted cutoffs, PCL scores were transformed by first dividing the overall score by 44 and then subtracting the minimum score. To supplement this measure, sensitivity analyses were conducted using a diagnostic measure of PTSD (the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV [37] ) in a subsample of responders (n 5 757) and rescoring the PCL to better replicate DSM-IV diagnostic criteria.
Predisposing variables
Since .98% of responders had at least a high school degree, education was categorized into those with at least some college versus those with less education. Occupation on 9/11/2001 was dichotomized into law enforcement versus nontraditional responders (construction and utility workers). Sex, year of enrollment in the monitoring study, and present age were also included.
Post-WTC health behaviors
Four concurrent indicators of health and health behaviors were included: smoking status; obesity, operationalized as objectively measured body mass index .30; and a history of heart disease, stroke or transient ischemic attack, hypertension, or diabetes reported by the individual or recorded on clinical charts [38] . Owing to small sample sizes those who reported strokes or transient ischemic attacks were excluded from further analysis.
History of stressful experiences
PTSD may occlude a history of stress before and after the WTC events, which may also have implications for cognitive functioning. We included a count of adverse childhood experiences and a count of post-WTC stressful life events in these analyses.
WTC medical conditions
We also examined whether other WTC-related conditions served as possible causal factors, including diagnoses of major depressive disorder, upper respiratory disease, obstructive airway disease, all-cause cancer, and gastroesophageal reflux disease.
Normative comparison data
Aggregated normative data for outcomes were available from the Cogstate normative data [39] , which were derived from participants of clinical trials. Age groups were created to match groups provided in normative data. These were separated into 10-year age groups among individuals aged 50 years and older and 15-year age groups among individuals aged 35-50 years due to data limitations. Sex was not associated with Cogstate-measured cognitive function in either normative or WTC data, so normative data were pooled by sex.
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics for all potential risk factors included means, SDs, and percentages. For descriptive purposes, we compared responders with high versus low overall cognitive function. Unadjusted relative risks and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported to indicate effect sizes; t tests were used to compare continuous variables between groups, and c 2 tests were used to provide P values for categorical predictors.
To compare cognition with normative data, we utilized t tests to detect significant differences between published age-specific means and age-matched WTC averages. Since PTSD alone may increase risk among WTC responders, analyses were stratified into those with and without probable PTSD.
Ordinary least-squares regression was used to compare cognitive functioning across domains. Estimates included a robust variance to account for possible heteroskedasticity. R 2 statistics were reported to examine model fit. Models were entered hierarchically in five blocks to provide estimates linking PTSD to cognitive dysfunction when adjusting for predisposing factors, WTC exposure severity, PTSD, post-WTC health behaviors concurrent with the cognitive assessment, stressful life events, and diagnoses of WTCrelated diseases.
Since increases in psychiatric symptoms sometimes occur as part of some types of dementia [40] , sensitivity analyses utilized longitudinal multilevel modeling with random intercepts and slopes on prospective monitoring data [41] to examine the potential for changes in PTSD symptoms since 2002.
The absolute value of Cohen's d was reported to indicate effect sizes of overall estimates and, to maintain comparability between PTSD subdomains, compared differences between maximal PTSD symptom severity and minimal severity. The previously mentioned results relied on the index of cognitive functioning, and thus, P-values were reported; a 5 0.05 was used to define statistical significance. Where multiple testing was conducted using subdomain analyses, significance values were reported adjusting for the false discovery rate [42] .
Results
Sampling
Of the 1624 approached for cognitive assessment, 78.3% completed the cognitive battery (Fig. 1) . The most common reason cited for nonresponse was concerns about the length of time that the additional measures would take after a long monitoring visit. On average, the SBU responders sampled were 39.1 years of age on 9/11/2001 and 53.7 years (SD 5
This sample was mostly middle aged, male, with at least some college education, and worked in law enforcement in 2001 (Table 1) . Overall, 14.8% of responders in this sample were characterized as having cognitive dysfunction. Compared to cognitively normal responders, those characterized as having a cognitive dysfunction had lower education, poorer health behaviors, and were more likely to be diagnosed with a WTC-related disease. In bivariable analyses, a PCL score of 44 (compared to 17) was associated with increased risk of cognitive dysfunction (RR When compared to normative data, WTC responders without PTSD demonstrated slower reaction speed, processing speed, and worse memory (respectively, d 5 0.38-0.44). Differences were evident within age groups (Fig. 2) . Trend analyses further noted that WTC responders without PTSD also had larger age gradients than did normative controls for both memory and processing speed (d 5 0.12-0.26, P , .001) but not for reaction speed.
Examining model fit (Table 2 ) revealed that the model adjusting only for predisposing characteristics (model 1) improved over the null model, and further that WTC exposures and PTSD also improved model fit (model 2). However, adding markers of any diagnosed WTC-related health conditions (model 3) or reported diagnoses of hypertension or diabetes (model 3) did not improve model fit (Table 2) . Notably, while the addition of diagnosed major depression was marginally significant, the association between baseline PTSD symptom severity and cognitive functioning retained a strong overall association in model 3. Interpreting model 2 suggested that there was an association between longer times spent on-site at the WTC and lowered cognitive function (d 5 0.14). Furthermore, associations were revealed linking increased PTSD symptom severity with lower cognitive functioning (d 5 0.33).
Subdomain-level analyses suggested that domains of PTSD were consistently associated with lower cognitive performance across domains of cognition (Table S3) . Specifically, adjusted associations between PTSD subdomains measured at enrollment and cognition subdomains revealed relatively consistent associations (d 5 0.06-0.30) with one caveat that associations were nonsignificant when linking re-experiencing symptoms, avoidance, and hyperarousal symptom subdomains with attention. On balance, associations suggested that linkages were strongest between PTSD and response variability, memory, and cognitive efficiency.
Sensitivity analyses
Consistent with the results presented previously, multivariable results using the diagnostic tool revealed that present PTSD status was associated with a -0.362 SD (P , .001) reduction in overall cognitive functioning. Utilizing patient diagnostic histories, rather than baseline symptom severity, revealed that diagnoses of PTSD were significantly related to cognitive function when adjusting for major depressive and generalized anxiety disorders (Table S3) . Results further revealed that the self-reported PCL score was a better predictor of cognitive functioning. Multivariate analyses adjusting for, and stratifying by, year of enrollment in the parent monitoring study did not modify results. While PTSD symptom severity was associated with increased risk of post-WTC stressors, a summation of these stressful events was not associated with cognitive functioning (P 5 .725) after adjusting for PTSD.
Discussion
First, this study sought to examine whether responders were at greater risk of cognitive dysfunction and to reexamine whether WTC exposures and/or PTSD were associated with cognitive dysfunction using an objective computer-assisted battery of cognitive dysfunction. Second, this study sought to examine whether reductions could be explained by attentional difficulties common among individuals with mental health problems. In this crosssectional cohort study of 1193 WTC responders monitored at WTC clinics in Long Island, NY, we assessed WTC responders using a computer-assisted cognitive battery. We WTC responders demonstrated worse cognitive functioning compared to age-matched normative data. Period of time spent on-site at the WTC was also consistently associated with lower cognitive functioning. Most WTC responders (.98%) report having been severely exposed to WTC dust during their time on-site. Taken together, results may suggest that chronic exposures to WTC dust may have long-term negative effects on neural functioning affecting brain regions related to cognitive function, including the hippocampus. Several studies have posited that particulate matter, which contains neurotoxic contaminants such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [43] , which have been linked with neural dysfunction earlier in life [44] and in which WTC responders dug for long periods, may have invaded the brain via the olfactory system [19, 20] . Prior work has identified biological mechanisms that may underpin associations between chronic stress and cognitive aging [45] , with researchers suggesting proinflammatory [46] and neuroinflammatory [47] mechanisms. Notable among possible mechanisms, both PTSD and exposure to dust at the WTC have been associated with increased levels of systemic inflammation [48] .
Results replicated prior work showing both that PTSD at baseline was associated with current cognitive function and increases in PTSD symptoms over time among those with cognitive dysfunction [10] . Results may signify important psychiatric changes occurring among those with cognitive dysfunction. Notably, these findings may be suggestive of mild behavioral impairments believed to precede some types of dementia [49] .
Several cognitive domains were associated with PTSD, as was an index of cognitive function. Specifically, we found that PTSD was broadly associated with worse cognitive performances across measures linked to risk of neurodegenerative disease, including reaction speed, processing speed, and memory [12] . This study further showed that PTSD was associated with lower attention, increased response variability, and lowered cognitive efficiency. However, together these associations suggested relatively strong associations between all domains of PTSD and overall cognition and especially with memory, response speed, cognitive efficiency, and item-response variability. NOTE. Two-tailed P values compare individuals with low cognitive functioning to those with normal cognitive function and were derived from c 2 tests for categorical variables and t tests for continuous variables. *P , .05, **P , .001, ***P , .001.
Strengths and limitations
Implications of this work should be taken in light of its limitations. First, while we are concerned with aging and the risk of neurodegenerative disease, this study was unable to measure whether PTSD actually resulted in neurodegeneration. This study was not able to elucidate the etiology of the observed cognitive dysfunction and cannot be used to establish direction of association. Ongoing data collection is seeking to resolve directionality by collecting longitudinal data. Future work should also seek to use imaging to clarify neuropathological and functional correlates of this dysfunction. For example, cognitive dysfunction is commonly comorbid with, and can result from, underlying cardiovascular disease [50] . We tried to account for this by excluding those with a history of stroke and by adjusting for common cardiovascular diagnoses including hypertension and diabetes. Yet, possible unobserved microinfarctions might be problematic if they are common in this population. Future work using brain imaging may usefully clarify heretofore unobserved causes of WTC-related cognitive dysfunction. Second, it was not possible here to determine the true extent of the link between physical exposures and cognitive dysfunction. We observed a small association between length of time on-site and cognitive dysfunction. However, since .98% of responders report having been severely exposed to WTC dust during their work on-site, and since only a fraction wore respirators throughout the work (,10%), this result may be conservative. Indeed, we found much larger differences between WTC responders and normative data, and stronger age-trends among WTC responders than normative data. Further research is warranted using unexposed occupationally matched controls to identify mechanisms through which WTC dust may impact cognitive functioning.
Third, this study did not measure cognitive function before the WTC events. Nevertheless, we tried to account for this issue in two ways. First, we relied upon measures, such as memory, processing speed, reaction speed, itemresponse variability, and cognitive efficiency that are consistently associated with the risk of neurodegenerative disease independent of intellectual capability at baseline [28, 29, 51] . Furthermore, we focused on measures, including cognitive efficiency and memory, that have been shown among Veterans to have no predictive power to determine the risk of PTSD [52, 53] , and we note that in a study of civilians, pre-exposure differences in intellect [54] were not associated with the risk of PTSD.
Fourth, while being a relatively large study, results may not be generalizable to other populations. Notably, more than 98% were working at the time of the disaster, many as law enforcement officers, who passed comprehensive personality and neuropsychological tests before being hired. This study is, therefore, a study of very healthy, but severely traumatized, individuals. Nevertheless, about 6%-7% of the general population will experience PTSD in their lifetime, due to a broad range of experiences, including child abuse, neglect, bullying, rape, combat, or violent victimization [55] that, for some, reflects a lifetime of traumatic experiences. In this aspect, this study is therefore of relevance to the wider population. However, the degree of dust exposure in WTC responders is unlikely to be experienced outside the environment of extreme rescue work. 
Conclusion
In spite of these limitations, results of this study extend earlier work showing that PTSD is associated with cognitive dysfunction [10] , by finding that these results were consistent across domains and were evident in WTC responders despite high educational backgrounds. This study further extended prior work by showing that WTC responders had worse cognitive functioning as a whole compared to general population norms and that spending 5 weeks or more at the WTC site was associated with cognitive dysfunction independently of PTSD. Clinicians caring for traumatized individuals in general, and for WTC and other first responders in particular, may want to be aware of potential cognitive dysfunction when treating traumatized patients. 
Supplementary data
Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trci.2017.09.001.
RESEARCH IN CONTEXT
1 Systematic review: Authors sought to identify articles using traditional databases (e.g., PubMed). Although posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been associated with cognitive impairment, prior work has focused on the role of head injury. Those that have examined PTSD have largely relied on diagnoses and have not examined whether attention explains associations with overall cognitive functioning, and therefore results may be further biased by interviewer bias. Studies of World Trade Center (WTC) responders have further not compared expected cognitive dysfunction to normative data and have not examined whether physical exposures explain cognitive dysfunction.
2 Interpretation: WTC responders without a history of stroke or of WTC/military head injuries had worse functioning compared to published norms. PTSD was a risk factor for cognitive dysfunction, as was being on-site for a longer period of time. Results may suggest that WTC responders are aging more rapidly than expected.
3 Future directions: Future work should conduct longitudinal studies of cognitive decline should be fielded to examine the rate at which cognition is declining, and neural imaging should be utilized to quantify the extent to which observed cognitive dysfunction is associated with pathological changes indicative of early neurodegenerative diseases. Model 4 includes self-reported diagnoses. All models additionally adjust for age, sex, and year of responder's enrollment. *P , .05, **P , .001, ***P , .001.
